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Impact evaluations: Impact evaluations: 
‘‘back to the futureback to the future’’ but also but also 

some some bad newsbad news



 
For quite some time this work has been For quite some time this work has been 
‘‘marginalizedmarginalized’’;;



 
Other approaches (like process and Other approaches (like process and 
implementation evaluations, compliance implementation evaluations, compliance 
studies, audits etc) blossomed much more studies, audits etc) blossomed much more 
although recently serious critique on them although recently serious critique on them 
was uttered ( not able to dissect the was uttered ( not able to dissect the 
impact of policies; performance paradox, impact of policies; performance paradox, 
evaluation as management support evaluation as management support 
systems etc. )systems etc. )



However, However, 
despite this, the negative, despite this, the negative, 

sometimes damaging and rather sometimes damaging and rather 
ideological critique on impact ideological critique on impact 

evaluations continuedevaluations continued


 

The The ‘‘erect a erect a strawmanstrawman and kick him down your selfand kick him down your self’’--actionaction 
of EES (dealing with IE in the development world); of EES (dealing with IE in the development world); 



 

The The When will we ever learnWhen will we ever learn--storystory and George Bush, former and George Bush, former 
President of the USA; nicknaming (President of the USA; nicknaming (‘‘randomistasrandomistas’’ ););



 

Crime and justice evaluations & the L. Sherman Report;Crime and justice evaluations & the L. Sherman Report;


 

Non use of experimental evaluations in the world of Non use of experimental evaluations in the world of 
education (policies) and Tom Cookeducation (policies) and Tom Cook’’s question. s question. 





How to bridge How to bridge ‘‘paradigmsparadigms’’ 
and and ‘‘go for impact go for impact 

evaluationsevaluations’’??





Six (methodological) Key issues of Six (methodological) Key issues of 
impact evaluations impact evaluations 



 
1. Identify the type and scope of the 1. Identify the type and scope of the 
interventionintervention



 
2. Agree on what is valued2. Agree on what is valued



 
3. Carefully articulate the theories linking 3. Carefully articulate the theories linking 
interventions to outcomesinterventions to outcomes



 
4. Address the attribution problem4. Address the attribution problem



 
5. Use a mixed methods approach5. Use a mixed methods approach



 
6. Build on existing knowledge relevant to 6. Build on existing knowledge relevant to 
the impact of interventions and in stead of the impact of interventions and in stead of 
fighting paradigms, try to combine them.fighting paradigms, try to combine them.





Bridging aspects:Bridging aspects:



 
Combining TDE & IE;Combining TDE & IE;



 
Bridging paradigms ( realist & Bridging paradigms ( realist & 
experimentalists experimentalists egeg););



 
The law of comparative advantages The law of comparative advantages 
of designsof designs



 
MultimethodMultimethod (multi(multi--plus) approaches plus) approaches 



 
StandingStanding--onon--thethe--shouldersshoulders--ofof--othersothers



Impact evaluations and Impact evaluations and ‘‘back back 
to the futureto the future’’.............. 

yes, but yes, but 
the future is (the future is (y)oursy)ours......
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